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Rapid growth of evanescent wave by a silver superlens
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Recent theoretical work suggested the possibility of constructing a super-resolution diffraction-free
lens by using a negative refractive index medium~NRIM!. The key proposition is that evanescent
waves can be greatly enhanced by increasing the thickness of the NRIM. We report here
experimental evidence that confirms that the transmission of evanescent waves rapidly grows with
the film thickness up to about 50 nm, after which it decays as loss becomes significant. These
findings represent the first step toward the understanding and realization of a diffraction-free
lens. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1636250#
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It has been shown in theory by Veselago in 19681 and in
recent experiments by Shelbyet al.,2 that materials with si-
multaneous negative permittivity and permeability~and thus
possessing a negative refractive indexn), can exist without
violating any physical laws. This class of material, deno
as left-handed medium or ‘‘negative refractive index m
dium’’ ~NRIM!, can lead to many unusual phenomena, s
as negative Cerenkov radiation,3 reversed Doppler effect, etc

As recently pointed out by J. B. Pendry,4 the unique
properties of NRIM allow a single slab of it to be used as
superlens, capable of focusing all Fourier components fr
the object onto a two-dimensional image with a resolut
far below the diffraction limit. Two counterintuitive propos
tions form the foundation of Pendry’s superlens theory. T
first proposition states that in the NRIM, the wave front a
vances in the opposite direction of energy flow, theref
causing a negative bending of the incident light. This ne
tive refraction phenomenon was observed experimentally
Shelby et al. at microwave frequencies in a wedge-shap
NRIM.2 Even more striking is the second proposition: t
evanescent waves that would normally decay away from
object in positive index materials instead grow exponentia
through the NRIM, compensating for the decay in the res
optical path outside of NRIM. This provides the possibili
of reconstructing a diffraction-free image by collecting
Fourier components, including these evanescent wave
image plane.

Artificial NRIM in optical wavelength has yet a lon
way in the designer’s roadmap. Nevertheless, the v
unique properties of evanescent waves allow us to exam
and validate the second proposition of superlens theory
illuminating a p-polarization light on materials that onl
have a negative permittivity. In the electrostatic limit, t
p-polarized light, dependence onm is eliminated and only«
is relevant.4 Therefore, in this letter, we experimentally dem
onstrate a key precursor for an optical superlens; regen
tion of evanescent field can be achieved by carefully cho
ing a metal film.

The concept of enhancing evanescent waves by exc
the bounded surface states has been known for decad
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optics and surface sciences. However, the realization
surface plasmons could be used to reproduce sub-diffract
limited image components has not been explored until P
dry’s recent proposal. The fundamental conjecture of the
perlens, evanescent field regeneration, has long been un
hot debate.5,6 Yet, we will show that by studying films of
varying thicknessd, a rapid growing transmission coefficien
Tp(kx ,d) can indeed be observed under the appropriate c
ditions. While still far from producing a coherent high
resolution image, this work provides direct evidence that
foundation of superlensing is solid, and suggests the p
that will enable the observation of superlensing at opti
wavelengths.

In Pendry’s theoretical paper, a perfectly flat silver fil
at «52110.4i is employed as a superlens to capture all
the evanescent waves from a near-field source. However
simplicity without loss of generality, in this work, we intro
duce a pristine silver film with natural roughness~Fig. 1!,
which can excite a plethora of evanescent waves for study
the superlensing properties. The advantage of this metho
comparison to the lithographic gratings, is that the sm
modulation amplitude ensures negligible perturbation to
evanescent field, thus a linear coupling scheme is satisfi7

Given a specific evanescent componentkx , we then focus on
quantitatively determining the transmission coefficie
Tp(kx ,d).

In prior research efforts on evanescent enhancem
such as in attenuated total reflection~ATR!,7,8 the surface
roughness was considered rather as a noise that spread
transmitted evanescent field. Conventionally, the estima

FIG. 1. I: Superimaging configuration in Pendry’s paper~see Ref. 4!. The
evanescent waves are supplied by a near-field source~star!. II: Experimental
configuration in our evanescent wave enhancement measurement. The
nescent waves are supplied by a roughness coupling mechanism.
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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of surface roughness spectrum is barely extrapolated f
some simplified model, without other careful justification
Similar studies on thickness dependence of enhanced l
emission efficiencies were reported,9 but the film roughness
was not quantified and only integrated intensity signals w
given. In this work, we extracted a spectrum of surfa
roughnessus(kx)u with all kx of interest by an accurate cha
acterization with an atomic force microscope~AFM!. This
allowed us to actively employ the random surface roughn
of metal films as a natural grating with precisely determin
Fourier components used for coupling light waves into
metal films.

The experimental setup, a reversed ATR~RATR!
scheme,10 is shown in Fig. 2. Silver films were deposited o
the flat surfaces of semispherical BK7 glass prisms~refrac-
tive indexnp51.52). A collimated Ar1 laser beam~polariza-
tion f50°) with wavelengthl and diameter,1.5 mm is
incident normally on the center of semispherical prism fro
the flat side. At the air/silver interface, a portion of the in
dent beam is converted from propagating wave to evanes
waves by the natural roughness with all possible spa
modulations, characterized by lateral wave vectorskx

.2p/l . These evanescent waves transmit through the si
film and are allowed to be converted back to propagat
waves in the semispherical glass prism whenkx

< 2pnp /l . Therefore, this far-field experiment allows us
probe the near-field information at air/metal interface.

A 8 mm36 mm CCD camera is placed about 5 cm aw
from the center of BK7 prism to measure the spatial angu
distribution of relative light intensity nearbyusp ~the surface
plasmon coupling angle!, while f is centered at zero. Th
direct transmission at the center of the ring is blocked b
mask. To further enhance intensity resolution, the inten
profiles captured by CCD are averaged in23°,f,3°. The
angular resolution and repeatability in the setup is calibra
within 0.1°.

The far-field light intensitydI per solid angle elemen
dV normalized by incident intensityI 0 can be written as11,12

dI

I 0dV
54S p

l D 4

uTp~kx ,d!u2us~kx!u2uW~u,f!u2, ~1!

FIG. 2. RATR setup for measuring the relative transmissivity of evanes
waves.
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with Tp being the p-polarization transmission coefficien
through the silver film,l the incident wavelength,us(kx)u the
roughness Fourier spectrum of the silver/air interface, a
W(u,f) the dipole function. Equation~1! assumes the scat
tering occurs only once at the air/metal side, the roughnes
the metal/prism interface and the scattering inside m
films does not contribute to the collection of evanesc
waves. According to reference,11 the scattering due to bulk
inhomogeneities in similar deposition condition is far belo
the comparable level of air/metal interface, which means
approximation is reasonable. This is also verified by thef
590° dips in the scattered cone, which excludes the po
ization mixing due to volume scattering. Therefore, the co
version to evanescent waves at first surface is measured

Systematic studies on surface characteristics were
formed on a commercial atomic force microscope~Dimen-
sion 3100, Veeco Digital Instrument!. In our experiment, the
samples have ten different thicknesses: 20, 30, 40, 45, 50
60, 65, 70, and 90 nm.uS(ksp)u2 of each sample can b
obtained by Fourier transformed AFM image and averag
in radial direction. For certainksp, excitation wavelength is
514.5 nm as an example, the averageduS(ksp)u2 with differ-
ent thicknesses in an arbitrary unit are 1.8, 6.1, 4.8, 4.4,
3.5, 3.3, 2.6, 11, and 1.7, respectively. This careful justifi
tion of uS(ksp)u2 in samples is the key to a reliable extractio
of enhancement factoruTpu2.

By applying Eq. ~1!, we are now able to extract th
measured relative transmissivityuTpu2 dependence on azi
muthal angleu with sample thicknesses~Fig. 3!. This is done
by taking into account the measured roughness modula
spectrumus(kx)u, as well as the computed dipole functio
uW(u,f)u. Physically, the enhanced transmission
these evanescent components occurs only in a finite b
centered at a surface plasmon wavevectorkx5ksp

[ (v/c)A«(v)/@11«(v)# known in metal optics and sur
face sciences. At this wave vector and frequency, the pho
impinging on the metal surface can excite the collective
cillation of conductive electrons; that is, surface plasm
with maximum efficiency. Therefore, coupling by a hem
spherical lens in our case, a transmitted hollow cone can
seen using a screen~Fig. 1!.13

In Fig. 4, the peak enhancement is plotted as a func

nt

FIG. 3. The measured relative power transmissivityuTpu2 vs azimuthal
angle ~u! for silver films with thickness ranging from 30 to 90 nm. Th
wavelength of incident light is 514.5 nm.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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of sample thickness. We found that the enhancement fa
uTpu2 rapidly grows with increasing silver thickness up to
nm. Above 50 nm, the enhancement is sharply suppre
due to the intrinsic loss inside the silver film,14 so that the
transmissivity decays as film thickness further increases.
cordingly, our experimental results provide direct eviden
of the thickness dependence of enhanced evanescent
across the silver film, a key prediction in Pendry’s superle
theory.

For comparison, in both Figs. 3 and 4, a bare prism~zero
silver film thickness! is chosen as a normalization referen
of scattered light by roughness of the glass surface~at order
of a few Å!. The peak values are selected~Fig. 4! in replace-
ment of the values corresponding to eachkx , mainly to re-
move the peak shift inkx which may occur due to possibl
aspherical deformation of each prism from fabrication var
tions. The silver film thickness is chosen to be larger than
nm, ensuring that the bulk optical properties of silver can
applied in the calculations.15

To verify that the evanescent field enhancement is
deed attributed to the surface plasmon in materials w
negative«, we also tested two groups of samples by sub
tuting silver to gold and silicon. Very similar light cone
have been obtained for the gold samples, and no light con
observed in silicon samples. We also compared two sam
with the same silver thickness but very different roughn
Fourier spectra (;one order’s difference!, and the deviation
of the measureduTpu2 is within 20%, comparable with the
statistical error of surface roughness. The agreement imp
a negligible effect of electromagnetic resonances induced
the corrugation.

In order to realize a perfect lens, the allowed bandwi
of kx for the enhancement of evanescence wave in the

FIG. 4. Measured peak field enhancementuTpu2 vs the thickness of silver
films at l5514.5 nm. The dashed line is the calculated value by Fre
equation using«Ag5210.810.42i .
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dium should extend to infinity. However, in real metall
films, there exists finite bandwidth ofkx in which enhance-
ment can be realized.16 In order to achieve a relative larg
bandwidth of enhancedkx spectrum and obtain a superlen
we already studied the bandwidth broadening effect when
excitation frequency approaches to surface plasmon r
nance frequency.17 For example, at a photon energy equal
3.68 eV, where«(v)'2110.33i , the enhancement for eva
nescence extends over a broad spectrum ofkx(;6kp), thus
allowing more detailed image reconstruction.

The superlens theory lifts the resolution restriction inh
ent in conventional optics, with new avenues to optical i
aging using metal18,19and dielectric structures.20 However, to
realize a true far-field super-resolution imaging, we have
to solve many challenges. For example, a special coup
mechanism is needed to convert a large band of these
hanced evanescent waves to propagating waves. With fu
engineered metamaterials that allow a broaderkx bandwidth
to be coupled to a far field, one should be optimistic that
realization of a superlens is no longer a dream.
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versity Research Initiative~MURI! ~Grant No. N00014-01-
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